Coupling density functional theory to polarizable force fields for efficient and accurate Hamiltonian molecular dynamics simulations
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Hybrid molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in which the forces acting on the atoms are calculated by grid-based density functional theory (DFT) for a solute molecule and by a polarizable molecular mechanics (PMM) force field for a large solvent environment composed of several \(10^3\)–\(10^5\) molecules, pose a challenge. A corresponding computational approach should guarantee energy conservation, exclude artificial distortions of the electron density at the interface between the DFT and PMM fragments, and should treat the long-range electrostatic interactions within the hybrid simulation system in a linearly scaling fashion. Here we describe a corresponding Hamiltonian DFT/(P)MMD scheme, which accounts for inducible atomic dipoles of a PMM environment in a joint DFT/PMM self-consistency iteration. The long-range parts of the electrostatics are treated by hierarchically nested fast multipole expansions up to a maximum distance dictated by the minimum image convention of toroidal boundary conditions and, beyond that distance, by a reaction field approach such that the computation scales linearly with the number of PMM atoms. Short-range over-polarization artifacts are excluded by using Gaussian inducible dipoles throughout the system and Gaussian partial charges in the PMM region close to the DFT fragment. The Hamiltonian character, the stability, and efficiency of the implementation are investigated by hybrid DFT/PMM-MD simulations treating one molecule of the water dimer and of bulk water by DFT and the respective remainder by PMM. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811292]

I. INTRODUCTION

In a seminal paper devoted to the study of enzymatic reactions, Warshel and Levitt\(^1\) introduced in 1976 a quantum-classical coupling scheme for a molecule, which is described by quantum mechanics (QM) and is embedded in a condensed phase environment modeled by a polarizable molecular mechanics (PMM) force field. In their abstract, these authors emphasized that the “solvation energy resulting from this polarization is considerable and must be included in any realistic calculation” of molecules in condensed phase.

However, as documented in a recent review on QM/MM methods for biomolecular systems,\(^2\) this advice was subsequently ignored in most applications. Instead so-called standard MM force fields like AMBER,\(^3\) CHARMM,\(^4\) OPLS-AA,\(^5\) or GROMOS\(^6\) were generally applied to the MM part of hybrid simulation systems. These force fields model the electrostatic signatures of molecules or of molecular fragments by static partial charges localized at the atoms and, therefore, can account for the effects of electronic polarization only by the mean field approximation, which is highly questionable for inhomogeneous and non-isotropic biomolecular systems.\(^7\) There are notable exceptions which combined a polarizable force field for the MM fragment with semi-empirical quantum chemistry for the QM fragment.\(^8\)–\(^12\) Combinations of higher-level QM treatments (density functional theory,\(^13\)\(^14\) (DFT) or ab initio quantum chemistry) with PMM force fields were either restricted to the energetics of static systems,\(^15\)–\(^23\) to small molecular clusters,\(^24\)–\(^29\) or describe the dynamics only in parts of the simulation system.\(^30\)\(^31\) Other approaches augment DFT atoms with self-consistent polarization terms (SCP-DFT) to correct the deficiencies of the long-range electrostatics and dispersion description within certain exchange-correlation functionals.\(^32\)\(^33\)

The development of hybrid methods combining grid-based DFT with non-polarizable MM force fields started with the work of Eichinger et al.,\(^34\) which particularly aimed at accurate computations of vibrational spectra of molecules in condensed phase environments from hybrid MD simulations. Since then corresponding applications have demonstrated the power of this approach.\(^35\)–\(^37\) Subsequently, two further DFT/MM implementations\(^38\)\(^39\) took up the challenge posed by the requirement to combine DFT treatments of a molecule in an efficient and accurate way with large scale MM environments. Here, Laio et al.\(^38\) emphasized the need of a fully Hamiltonian description, which was violated by certain approximations applied by Eichinger et al.,\(^34\) while Laino et al.\(^39\) additionally provided a clever suggestion for the efficient computation of the electrostatic interaction between the DFT and MM fragments.\(^8\)\(^12\)

However, applications of the above DFT/MM setting to the computation of infrared (IR) spectra of biological chromophores like retinal in bacteriorhodopsin\(^40\)\(^41\) or flavin in blue light sensing domains\(^42\) through instantaneous normal
mode analyses also revealed those limitations, which are due to the neglected polarizability of the MM protein environments surrounding the DFT chromophores. The corresponding errors in the computed vibrational spectra could be largely removed by iterative DFT/MM calculations of polarized force fields in the respective chromophore binding pockets, thus, uniquely proving that the neglected polarizabilities were the main cause of the earlier ill-descriptions.

A similar attempt to compute the vibrational spectra of phosphate ions in aqueous solution showed that the DFT/MM calculations largely underestimate the solvatochromic shifts in the IR spectra. Here, these underestimates were erroneously attributed to the neglected polarizability of the solvating water, which had been modeled by Jorgensen’s “transferable three point interaction potential” (TIP3P). By contrast, recent “first principles” DFT-MD simulations of phosphates in small periodic water boxes have clearly shown that the use of the TIP3P model entailed highly erroneous structures for the first solvation shell, which are mainly due to its simplified structure and to a lesser degree due to the neglected polarizability. Hence, it remains to be seen whether improved (and polarizable) MM water models combined with a DFT description of the phosphate solutes can predict the solvatochromic shifts in the phosphate IR spectra at a quality comparable to that of the very expensive “first principles” DFT-MD simulations.

To enable rapid and nevertheless accurate computations of solvatochromic effects in chromophore IR spectra, the construction of a new and efficient DFT/PMM implementation therefore seemed necessary.

In this paper, we address two issues. First, we thoroughly revise the DFT/MM suggestion made by Eichinger et al. and develop an efficient, accurate, and fully Hamiltonian electrostatic DFT/MM coupling scheme whose computational effort scales logarithmically with the number of condensed phase atoms surrounding the DFT fragment. Preserving the thereby achieved levels of accuracy and efficiency, we next extend this scheme by including dynamic polarization effects through inducible atomic dipoles. We give analytical expressions for the calculation of the forces and, therefore, are able to employ the new DFT/PMM scheme for molecular dynamics simulations. For the implementation, the program packages of choice are the parallelized PMM-MD program IPHIGENIE and the parallelized grid-based plane wave DFT program CPMD.

II. THEORY

The Hamiltonian of a DFT/PMM hybrid system can be decomposed into the following four contributions:

$$H = H_{\text{MM}} + H_{\text{PMM}} + H_{\text{DFT}} + H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}.$$  

Here, $H_{\text{MM}}$ represents one of the standard MM force fields including the kinetic energy of the atoms, and

$$H_{\text{PMM}} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j \neq i} q_i \Phi(r_{ij}, \sigma_j) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i} p_i \cdot \langle \mathbf{E}^r \cdot \mathbf{p}(r_i) \rangle_{\sigma_i}$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i} \mathbf{p}_i^2/\alpha_i.$$  

accounts for the energy contribution of polarizable Gaussian dipoles $\mathbf{p}_i^G(r_i, \sigma_i) = \mathbf{p}_i g(r_i, \sigma_i)$ of strengths $\mathbf{p}_i$ and widths $\sigma_i$, which are located at the atomic positions $r_i$ and have the shape functions

$$g(r_i, \sigma_i) = \frac{1}{(2\pi \sigma_i^2)^{3/2}} \exp\left[ -\frac{(r - r_i)^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right].$$  

Note that in PMM force fields, the use of Gaussian dipoles yields an enhanced algorithmic stability, if the widths $\sigma_i$ are chosen sufficiently large, i.e., typically $\sigma_i \approx 0.1$ nm.

The symbol $\Phi(r_i, |\mathbf{p}_j, r_j, \sigma_j|$ in Eq. (2) denotes the electrostatic potential generated at the position $r_i$ of an atom $i \neq j$ by a Gaussian dipole $\mathbf{p}_j^G(r_j, \sigma_j)$. Furthermore, the bracket expression

$$\langle f(r_i) \rangle_{\sigma_i} \equiv \int f(r) g(r, r_i, \sigma_i) d\mathbf{r}$$  

denotes the average of a function $f(r)$ over the volume occupied by $g(r, r_i, \sigma_i)$. If $E(r | q_j, r_j) = -\nabla q_j / |r - r_j|$ is the field of a point charge $q_j$ and $E(r | \mathbf{p}_j, r_j, \sigma_j) = -\nabla \Phi(r | \mathbf{p}_j, r_j, \sigma_j)$ is the field of a Gaussian dipole at $r_j$, then

$$\langle \mathbf{E}^r \cdot \mathbf{p}(r_j) \rangle_{\sigma_j} \equiv \sum_{q_j \neq 0} \{ E(r_j | q_j, r_j) + E(r_j | \mathbf{p}_j, r_j, \sigma_j) \} \sigma_j$$

is the field polarizing atom $i$. Assuming linear response, the dipole strengths $\mathbf{p}_i$ are calculated by

$$\mathbf{p}_i = \alpha_i \langle \mathbf{E}^r \cdot \mathbf{p}(r_j) \rangle_{\sigma_j}$$

from the scalar atomic polarizabilities $\alpha_j$ and from the polarizing fields in a self-consistent field iteration (PMM-SCF).

The last term in Eq. (2) is the self-energy required to create the dipoles $\mathbf{p}_i$. If Eq. (6) is self-consistently fulfilled, this self-energy cancels the second term in Eq. (2) and the first term remains as the polarization contribution to the total energy.

In Eq. (1), $H_{\text{DFT}}$ is the energy function of the isolated quantum system. The DFT/(P)MM interaction energy

$$H_{\text{DFT/PMM}} = H_{\text{DFT/MM}} + H_{\text{DFT/PMM}} + H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$$  

has a contribution from van der Waals interactions $H_{\text{DFT/MM}}$ between MM and DFT atoms, which is calculated with the applied MM force field. If chemical bonds between the DFT and (P)MM fragments exist, a term $H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$ has to be included, for which several suggestions exist.

We will, however, focus here on chemically non-bonded PMM and DFT fragments, for which the electrostatic interaction energy

$$H_{\text{DFT/PMM}} = \int d\mathbf{r} \rho(\mathbf{r}) \Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r})$$

is given by the classical expression for the energy of the DFT fragment’s charge density $\rho$ in the external potential $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$ generated by the partial charges and induced Gaussian dipoles in the PMM fragment. The DFT charge density $\rho(\mathbf{r}) = \rho_e(\mathbf{r}) + \rho_e(\mathbf{r})$ comprises contributions $\rho_e(\mathbf{r})$ of the valence
electrons and $\rho_{e}(\mathbf{r})$ of the nuclear cores. Correspondingly, the interaction Hamiltonian

$$H_{\text{DFT/(P)MM}}^{\text{elec}} = H_e + H_c$$

(9)

decomposes into energies

$$H_c = \int d\mathbf{r} \rho_{c}(\mathbf{r}) \Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}), \quad \kappa \in \{e, c\},$$

(10)

associated to the electrons (e) and nuclear cores (c) of the DFT fragment.

In the computation of those atomic forces, which are caused by an external potential $\Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r})$, the employed DFT program CPMD\textsuperscript{58} treats the effective core charges as Gaussian distributions $q_{\mu}(\mathbf{r} | \mathbf{r}_\mu, \sigma_{\mu})$ centered with widths $\sigma_{\mu}$ around the positions $\mathbf{r}_\mu$ of the DFT atoms $\mu$. Thus, with definition (4) of Gaussian averages one obtains from Eq. (10) for the core Hamiltonian:

$$H_c = \sum_{\mu} q_{\mu} \langle \Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_\mu) \rangle_{\sigma_{\mu}}.$$  

(11)

The Gaussian averages $\langle \Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_\mu) \rangle_{\sigma_{\mu}}$ are readily calculated for external potentials generated by Gaussian charge or dipole distributions of widths $\sigma_{\mu}$, because one solely has to replace the $\sigma_{\mu}$ by the widths $\sigma_{\mu} = (\sigma_{\mu}^2 + \sigma_{\mu}^2)^{1/2}$ in the respective expressions for the potentials. Note that these expressions reduce for distances $r_{\mu} \equiv |\mathbf{r}_{\mu}| \equiv |\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_\mu| \gg \sigma_{\mu}$ to the potentials of point charges and dipoles.

As a result, the Gaussian approximation $q_{\mu}(\mathbf{r} | \mathbf{r}_\mu, \sigma_{\mu})$ of the nuclear pseudo-potentials enables a speedy evaluation of $H_c$. By contrast, the computation of $H_e$ requires the evaluation of $\Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r})$ at all $N_{g}$ points $\gamma$ of the grid, on which $\rho_{e}$ is represented in real space by CPMD.\textsuperscript{58} Introducing the electronic grid charges

$$q_{\gamma} = (V_{\text{box}}/N_{g})\rho_{e}(\mathbf{r}_{\gamma}),$$

(12)

whose sum over all grid points $\gamma$ in the DFT box volume $V_{\text{box}}$ is the total charge of all valence electrons in the DFT fragment, one can numerically evaluate the integral from Eq. (10) for the electronic contribution to the DFT/(P)MM interaction Hamiltonian (9) by the expression

$$H_e = \sum_{\gamma} q_{\gamma} \Phi_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_{\gamma}).$$

(13)

This approximation is valid because our way of constructing $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$ guarantees, as will be explained in more detail below, that the external potential is smooth on the spatial scale defined by the DFT grid.

A. Computational issues

The forces required for MD simulations are obtained from the Hamiltonian (1) by taking negative gradients with respect to the atomic coordinates at every time step of the numerical integration of the classical equations of motion. In a DFT/MM setting, only the Kohn-Sham wave functions have to be determined in a SCF iteration (DFT-SCF) at every time step, whereas DFT/MM simulations additionally require a PMM-SCF procedure, which has to be properly interfaced with the DFT-SCF calculations.

The computational effort required for the four components of the Hamiltonian (1) depends on the respective sizes of the DFT and PMM fragments, on the spatial resolution of the DFT grid, and on the choice of the SCF convergence criteria. Nevertheless, for a system composed of about $10^4$ PMM solvent atoms and a rather small DFT solute molecule comprising about 10 DFT atoms, one may estimate that all four components of $H$ will pose comparable numerical tasks.

Treating, for instance, a water molecule by DFT with a 70 Ry plane wave cutoff requires $N_c \approx 10^6$ grid points. Within a brute force computational approach, the evaluation of Eq. (13), which is the most expensive contribution to $H_{\text{DFT/(P)MM}}$, would lead for the PMM fragment characterized above to about $10^{10}$ distance calculations. The associated effort would then definitely represent the computational bottleneck. For the reduction of this effort three different suggestions exist\textsuperscript{34,38,39} which all utilize multi-scale concepts. Here, we will adopt and extend the suggestion by Eichinger et al.\textsuperscript{34} ensuring, however, the Hamiltonian character of the resulting dynamics (cf. Laio et al.\textsuperscript{38}).

Accordingly, we will treat the DFT fragment as a component of the nested hierarchy into which a simulation system with toroidal boundary conditions\textsuperscript{57} is decomposed, if the electrostatic interactions are calculated by the combination of the $p$th-order “structure adapted fast multipole method” with a reaction field approach (SAMM/$\text{RF}$) developed in Refs. 47 and 58–60. In pure MM- or PMM-MD simulations of large systems, this fast multipole method (FMM)\textsuperscript{61–63} enables an efficient and accurate calculation of the electrostatics, which scales linearly with the number of atoms. Due to a balanced combination of $m$th order multipole moments with $n$th order local Taylor expansions, which is expressed by the equation $p = n + m$, the electrostatic forces calculated with SAMM$_p$ exactly obey Newton’s reaction principle.\textsuperscript{47,64} Furthermore, this choice additionally guarantees a minimal computational effort for a predefined level $p$ of accuracy ($p = 4$ is the standard of the current implementation available in IPHIGENIE). A predecessor version called SAMM had been used in Eichinger’s DFT/MM approach,\textsuperscript{34} whose fully Hamiltonian DFT/(P)MM extension will be explained below.

B. DFT/MM with SAMM$_p$

According to Eq. (13), the external potential $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$ is imported into the DFT Hamiltonian through its evaluation at the points $\gamma$ of the DFT grid. For an efficient solution of this computational task, Eichinger et al.\textsuperscript{34} applied and extended (cf. Figs. 4 and 5 in Ref. 34) the distance class scheme of SAMM.\textsuperscript{58,65} The extended scheme partitions the PMM environment of each DFT atom $\mu$ into disjoint distance classes $C_{\mu}^l$, $l = 0, \ldots, l_{\text{max}}$. For periodic systems, a RF continuum starts beyond the outermost distance class ($l_{\text{max}}$) at a distance dictated by the minimum image convention.\textsuperscript{60} Figure 1 illustrates the three innermost distance classes $C_{\mu}^l$, $l = 0, 1, 2$ for an atom $\mu$ of a DFT water molecule embedded in liquid PMM water.

Figure 1 shows one PMM water molecule in each of the three classes and indicates the distances $d$ used for their
belonging to these two classes and of a structural unit $u$ (dotted circle) of the SAMM$_u$ hierarchy is embedded in a rectangular DFT box, which is discretized by a grid (dots). Only those points $\gamma \in G_\mu$ are shown which belong to a selected DFT atom $\mu$ (large black dot) through the Voronoi tessellation of the box. This tessellation defines the index sets $G_\mu$ and is indicated by the dashed gray lines. Two dashed gray segments of circles [radii $d(C_\mu^0)$, $d(C_\mu^1)$] around $\mu$ and the reference point “$\times$” of the structural unit $u$ indicate the outer limits of the distance classes $C_\mu^0$ and $C_\mu^1$, respectively. Representative atoms $i \in C_\mu^0$ and $j \in C_\mu^1$ of PMM water molecules belonging to these two classes and of a structural unit $u' \in C_\mu^1$ are drawn as black dots.

Typical values are $d(C_\mu^0) \approx 6 \, \text{Å}$ and $d(C_\mu^1) \approx 8 \, \text{Å}$. The electrostatics of the PMM atoms $i \in C_\mu^0$ is represented by Gaussian partial charges of widths $\sigma_i$ and by Gaussian induced dipoles of widths $\tilde{\sigma}_i$, which are smaller than 1 Å but much larger than the spacing of the DFT grid. The parameters $(\sigma, \tilde{\sigma})$ steer the strengths of the near-field electrostatic interactions between the DFT and the PMM atoms. In the case of an aqueous PMM environment, for instance, the strength of the DFT/PMM hydrogen bonding interactions can be tuned by proper choices of these Gaussian widths.38 Because they are about one order of magnitude smaller than the typical distances $r_{ij} > d(C_\mu^0)$ of atoms $j \in C_\mu^1$ from the given DFT atom $\mu$, the Gaussian character of the PMM charges and dipoles can safely be neglected for the class $C_\mu^1$ and beyond. In $C_\mu^0$, the use of smoothed charge and dipole distributions is mandatory34,38,39,56 to avoid artificial distortions of the DFT electron density $\rho_\mu(r_{\gamma})$ and to guarantee that $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$ is sufficiently smooth on the scale of the DFT grid spacing. The Voronoi tessellation of the DFT box characterized by the gray dashed lines in Fig. 1 decomposes the whole DFT grid into disjoint subsets $G_\mu$ associated to the various DFT atoms $\mu$. Correspondingly, the sum $\sum_\gamma$ in Eq. (13) can be expressed as the double sum

$$H_\mu = \sum_\mu \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} q_{\gamma} \Phi_{\text{ext}}(r_{\gamma}).$$

which partitions $H_\mu$ into a sum over contributions associated to the DFT atoms $\mu$. The proximity of the grid points $\gamma \in G_\mu$ to the positions $r_{\mu, \gamma}$ of the DFT atoms can now be exploited for the rapid evaluation of Eq. (14) by taking advantage of the SAMM$_\mu$ algorithm.47

C. Efficient computation of $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$

According to the SAMM scheme,34 the electrostatic potential at points $r_{\gamma}$ in the vicinity of a given atom $\mu$ is calculated as a sum

$$\Phi_{\text{ext}}(r_{\gamma}) = \sum_{i=0}^{l_{\text{max}}} \Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right), \quad \gamma \in G_{\mu}$$

over contributions $\Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right)$ from sources located in the distance classes $C^l_{\mu}$, $l = 0, \ldots, l_{\text{max}}$, to which for periodic systems a reaction field contribution $\Phi(r_{\gamma} \bigg| \text{RF})$ is added40 (for notational simplicity it will be omitted in the subsequent discussion).

Figure 2 illustrates how the external potential $\Phi_{\text{ext}}(r_{\gamma})$ is calculated using SAMM$_\mu$ for two PMM water molecules belonging to the distance classes $C^0_{\mu}$ and $C^1_{\mu}$ of a DFT atom $\mu$. Here, the solid gray arrow marks the computation of the potential generated by the electrostatic moments of the PMM atoms $i \in C^0_{\mu}$ through

$$\Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| C^0_{\mu} \right) = \sum_{i=0}^{l_{\text{max}}} \left[ \Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| q_i, r_i, \sigma_i \right) + \Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| p_i, r_i, \tilde{\sigma}_i \right) \right]$$

with the potentials

$$\Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| q_i, r_i, \sigma_i \right) = \frac{q_i \text{erf}[r_{\gamma,i}/(\sqrt{2}\sigma_i)]}{r_{\gamma,i}}$$

of Gaussian partial charges $q_i$ and

$$\Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| p_i, r_i, \tilde{\sigma}_i \right) = -p_i \cdot \tilde{\sigma}_i \Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| q_i, r_i, \sigma_i \right)/q_i$$

of Gaussian dipoles $p_i$. In Eq. (18), the gradient is written as $\partial(1)$. For electrostatic PMM moments in all higher ($l \geq 1$) distance classes $C^l_{\mu}$, the potentials

$$\Phi \left( r_{\gamma} \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right) = \sum_{n=0}^{r_{\text{max}}} \frac{1}{n!} r_{\mu, n}^{(n)} \odot T^n, \Phi \left( r \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right)_{r_{\mu, n}}$$

are calculated through $n$th order Taylor expansions around the position $r_{\mu}$ of the DFT atom $\mu$. The symbol $r_{\mu, n}^{(n)}$ is the $n$-fold outer product of $r_{\mu, n}$ itself. This vector $r_{\mu, n}$ connects the reference point $\mu$ with the grid point $\gamma \in G_\mu$ (dotted gray arrow in Fig. 2). The symbol $\odot$ denotes the inner contraction product of two tensors (Ref. 47 thoroughly explains the employed tensorial notation). Finally, the class specific expansion coefficients

$$T^n, \Phi \left( r \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right)_{r_{\mu, n}} = \partial(1) \Phi \left( r \bigg| C^l_{\mu} \right)_{r_{\mu, n}}$$

FIG. 1. Scheme of inner distance classes for the FMM evaluation of the DFT/PMM electrostatics: A water molecule (left) representing a structural unit $u$ (dotted circle) of the SAMM$_u$ hierarchy is embedded in a rectangular DFT box, which is discretized by a grid (dots). Only those points $\gamma \in G_\mu$ are shown which belong to a selected DFT atom $\mu$ (large black dot) through the Voronoi tessellation of the box. This tessellation defines the index sets $G_\mu$ and is indicated by the dashed gray lines. Two dashed gray segments of circles [radii $d(C_\mu^0)$, $d(C_\mu^1)$] around $\mu$ and the reference point “$\times$” of the structural unit $u$ indicate the outer limits of the distance classes $C_\mu^0$ and $C_\mu^1$, respectively. Representative atoms $i \in C_\mu^0$ and $j \in C_\mu^1$ of PMM water molecules belonging to these two classes and of a structural unit $u' \in C_\mu^1$ are drawn as black dots.

FIG. 2. Evaluation of $\Phi_{\text{ext}}$ at a grid point $\gamma \in G_\mu$; Contributions from Gaussian charges and induced dipoles of a PMM atom $i \in C^0_{\mu}$ are evaluated directly (solid gray arrow), whereas the contributions from more distant atoms, like the one indicated by the dashed black arrow for a PMM atom $j \in C^1_{\mu}$, are calculated by a Taylor expansion around the position of the DFT atom $\mu$. The dotted gray arrow marks the connection $r_{\mu, n}$ of the points $\mu$ and $\gamma$ used in the Taylor expansion.
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are $n$th rank tensors generated by the $n$th order partial derivatives of the potentials $\Phi^j(r | C^j_0)$ at $r_{\mu}$, which originate from point-like electrostatic moments (cf. the discussion of Fig. 1 above) occupying the distance class $C^j_0$.

Here, the nature of the electrostatic moments, which generate the potential appearing in Eq. (20), differs for the distance classes at level $l = 1$ and at levels $l \geq 2$, respectively. As is schematically indicated by the lower dashed arrow in Figure 3, at $l = 1$ the point charges $q_i$ and induced point dipoles $p_j$ (the individual atoms $j$) are considered to be the sources of the potential. The associated expansion coefficients

$$T^{n,p}(r_{\mu} | C^j_0) = \delta_{\alpha n} \sum_{j \in C^j_0} \left[q_j - (1 - \delta_{np}) p_j \cdot \delta_{11}\right] \frac{1}{r_{\mu j}} \tag{21}$$

are essentially given by the $n$th rank tensors $\delta_{\alpha n}(1/r)$. Here, the prefactor $1 - \delta_{np}$, in which $\delta$ is the Kronecker symbol, ensures that the expansion is of comparable accuracy for the atomic charges and dipoles.

For distance class levels $l \geq 2$, by contrast, $m$th order multipole moments ($m = 0, \ldots, p$) of nested and increasingly larger charge and dipole distributions are considered as the sources of the potential in Eq. (20). Within the SAMM$_p$ algorithm the Taylor expansion coefficients

$$T^{n,p}(r_{\mu} | C^j_0) = \delta_{\alpha n} \sum_{m=0}^{p-n} \Phi^m(r_{\mu} | C^j_0), \tag{22}$$

are then the partial derivatives of the $m$th order multipole potentials $\Phi^m(r_{\mu} | C^j_0)$. As documented in the Appendix, the SAMM$_p$ algorithm, which has been originally developed for distributions of static charges, can meanwhile also account for induced dipoles.

Figure 3 indicates for three atoms $k \in C^2_{\mu}$ collected into a unit $u'$ the computation of multipole moments by dotted arrows and the calculation of the Taylor coefficients (22) by a two-step process (upper dashed and left dotted arrows) as is common in FMM methods.

D. Forces on the DFT atoms $\mu$

Equations (16) and (19) specify the two basically different procedures by which the external potential is imported onto the DFT grid. This import enables the DFT program CPMD to compute a polarized electron density $\rho_{\text{el}}(r_{\gamma})$. Using the updated grid charges $q_{\gamma}$, [cf. Eq. (12)] and the Gaussian core charge $q_i$ centered at $r_{\mu}$, CPMD then calculates the electrostatic interaction energies

$$H_e = \sum_{\mu} \sum_{l=0}^{l_{\text{max}}} H_e(C^l_\mu), \quad \kappa \in [e, c], \tag{23}$$

because of Eqs. (11) and (13)–(15) as sums of electronic

$$H_e(C^l_\mu) = \sum_{\gamma \in G_{\mu}} q_{\gamma} \Phi(r_{\gamma} | C^l_\mu) \tag{24}$$

and nuclear

$$H_e(C^l_\mu) = q_{\mu} \Phi(r_{\mu} | C^l_\mu) c_{\mu} \tag{25}$$

contributions associated to the DFT atoms $\mu$ and distance class levels $l$. According to Eq. (9) an update of the interaction Hamiltonian $H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$ has thus been determined. By taking gradients of $H_{\text{DFT}} + H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$ with respect to the coordinates $r_{\mu}$, CPMD can now compute the electrostatic forces on the DFT atoms $\mu$.

The electrostatic Hellmann-Feynman reaction forces exerted by the charges $q_i$ and $q_{\gamma}$ on the DFT atoms $i$ follow from the gradients of $H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$ with respect to the coordinates $r_{\gamma}$. However, in the current form, the contributions (24) and (25) to the electrostatic interaction energy do not immediately reveal how $H_{\text{DFT/PMM}}$ depends on the PMM coordinates $r_{\gamma}$ and, therefore, how these forces should be calculated. To uncover this dependence, the electronic and nuclear interaction energies $H_e(C^l_\mu)$ will now be separately analyzed for the distance classes $l = 0, 1$, and $l \geq 2$.

E. Reaction forces on the PMM atoms $i \in C^0_{\mu}$

The electronic near-field interaction Hamiltonian

$$H_e(C^0_{\mu}) = \sum_{\gamma \in G_{\mu}} q_{\gamma} \left[\Phi(r_{\gamma} | q_i, r_i, \sigma_i) + \Phi(r_{\gamma} | p_i, r_i, \delta_i)\right] \tag{26}$$

is obtained by inserting the external potential (16) originating from class $C^0_{\mu}$ into Eq. (24). It is the energy of the point-like grid charges $q_i$ of the Gaussians, the Gaussians charged $q_{\gamma}$, Gaussian induced dipoles $p_i$, of widths $\delta_i$ collected in $C^{2}_{\mu}$. Equations (17) and (18), respectively, specify these potentials in terms of the connection vectors $r_{\gamma}$ pointing from PMM atom $i$ to the grid point $\gamma$.

Replacing these vectors by their inverses $r_{\gamma} \rightarrow -r_{\gamma}$ and interchanging in Eq. (26), the sums over $\gamma$ and $i$ lead to the
strictly equivalent expression

\[
H_e(C^0_\mu) = \sum_{i \in C^0_\mu} \left[ q_i \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} \Phi(r_i | q_\gamma, r_\gamma, \sigma_i) - \mathbf{p}_i \cdot \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} \mathbf{E}(r_i | q_\gamma, r_\gamma, \sigma_i) \right],
\]

which is the energy of point charges \( q_i \) and dipoles \( \mathbf{p}_i \) at positions \( r_i \) in the potentials \( \Phi(r_i | q_\gamma, r_\gamma, \sigma_i) \) and fields \( \mathbf{E}(r_i | q_\gamma, r_\gamma, \sigma_i) = -\partial_\sigma(\Phi(r_i | q_\gamma, r_\gamma, \sigma_i)) \) of Gaussian grid charges \( q_\gamma \), of widths \( \sigma_i \) and \( \sigma_i \), respectively. The negative gradients of \( H_e(C^0_\mu) \) with respect to the positions \( r_i \) are then the electrostatic Hellmann-Feynman forces\(^{56} \) exerted by the grid charges \( q_\gamma \), \( \gamma \in G_\mu \), on the PMM atoms \( i \in C^0_\mu \). If one inverts the solid gray arrow in Fig. 2, the inverted arrow can serve to symbolize such a reverse action of one of the grid charges on a nearby PMM atom.

The core contribution

\[
H_e(C^0_\mu) = \sum_{i \in C^0_\mu} [q_i \Phi(r_i | q_\mu, r_\mu, \sigma_i) - \mathbf{p}_i \cdot \mathbf{E}(r_i | q_\mu, r_\mu, \sigma_i)]
\]

is analogously obtained by inserting the potential \( \Phi(r_i | q_\mu, r_\mu, \sigma_i) \) as defined by Eq. (16) into Eq. (25), by executing the Gaussian averages \(^4 \) through an increase of the Gaussian widths (as explained in connection with Eq. (11)), and by repeating the arguments, which lead from Eq. (26) to Eq. (27).

**F. Reaction forces on the PMM atoms \( j \in C^i_\mu \)**

Inserting the Taylor expansion \(^{19} \) with the coefficients \(^{21} \) into (24) yields the electronic interaction energy

\[
H_e(C^1_\mu) = \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} q_\gamma \sum_{n=0}^{p} \frac{1}{n!} r_\gamma^{(n)} \sum_{j \in C^1_\mu} (1 - \delta_{n,p}) \mathbf{p}_j \cdot \partial_{(\gamma)} \frac{1}{r_{j\mu}} \quad (29)
\]

for DFT atom \( \mu \) and class \( C^1_\mu \). Interchanging the sums over \( j \) and \( \gamma \) and employing the identity \( \partial_{(\gamma)}(1/r_{\gamma \mu}) = -(1 - \delta_{n,p})(1/r_{\gamma \mu}) \), one finds

\[
H_e(C^1_\mu) = \sum_{j \in C^1_\mu} \sum_{n=0}^{p} (1 - \delta_{n,p}) \mathbf{p}_j \cdot \partial_{(\gamma)} \frac{1}{r_{j\mu}} \quad (29)
\]

with the potentials

\[
\Phi^n(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) = \frac{(-1)^n}{n!} \left( \partial_{(\gamma)} \frac{1}{r_{j\mu}} \right) \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} q_\gamma r_\gamma^{(n)} \quad (31)
\]

generated at the positions \( r_j \) of the PMM atoms by the \( n \)th order multipole moments of the electronic grid charges \( Q_\mu \equiv \{q_\gamma | \gamma \in G_\mu \} \) of the DFT atom \( \mu \). According to Lorenzen \( et al. \),\(^ {37} \) the potentials \( 31 \) can be equivalently written as

\[
\Phi^n(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) = \frac{(-2)^n}{(2n)!} \left( \partial_{(\gamma)} \frac{1}{r_{j\mu}} \right) \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} q_\gamma r_\gamma^{(n)} \quad (32)
\]

generating the desired dependence on the PMM coordinates \( r_j \) and, therefore, enables the derivation of likewise simple expressions for the Hellmann-Feynman forces on the PMM atoms \( j \in C^1_\mu \).

In the contributions \( 25 \) to the core Hamiltonian, the Gaussian average can be neglected at all levels \( l \geq 1 \). At the reference point \( r_\mu \), i.e., for \( r_\mu = 0 \), the Taylor expansion \( 19 \) reduces to the zeroth order term \( T^{0,p}(r_\mu | C^l_\mu) \). Inserting this result into Eq. (25) yields the general form

\[
H_e(C^l_\mu) = q_\mu T^{0,p}(r_\mu | C^l_\mu) \quad (33)
\]

for \( l = 1 \) the coefficients \( 21 \) into (36) and repeating the steps, which lead from \( 29 \) to \( 35 \), one gets

\[
H_e(C^l_\mu) = \sum_{j \in C^l_\mu} \left[ q_j \Phi(r_j | q_\mu, r_\mu) - \mathbf{p}_j \cdot \mathbf{E}(r_j | q_\mu, r_\mu) \right],
\]

which is the energy of the PMM atoms \( j \in C^l_\mu \) in the potential and field of the point-like core charge \( q_\mu \). Instead of separately evaluating Eq. \( 37 \), one may equivalently include the core charge \( q_\mu \) into the grid charge distribution \( Q_\mu \) of DFT atom \( \mu \), which then becomes \( \hat{Q}_\mu = Q_\mu \cup q_\mu \). Because \( q_\mu \) is located by construction at the reference point of the multipole expansion of \( \hat{Q}_\mu \), its inclusion solely modifies the monopole moment to \( M^o(r_\mu | \hat{Q}_\mu) = M^o(r_\mu | Q_\mu) + q_\mu \).

**G. Reaction forces on the PMM atoms \( k \in C^l_\mu, l \geq 2 \)**

Starting at level \( l = 2 \), the computation of the electrostatic interactions becomes identical to the SAMM\(_p \) treatment of a purely classical system, which has been described in detail elsewhere.\(^ {37} \) Therefore, it suffices here to sketch how at level \( l = 2 \) a DFT fragment is integrated into the SAMM\(_p \) algorithm.

For a most simple presentation, we assume that the DFT fragment is composed of a single structural unit \( u \) like in the example depicted in the above figures. All its atoms \( \mu \) share a common distance class \( C^2_\mu (\forall \mu \in u : C^2_\mu = C^2_u) \), which contains the distant PMM atoms interacting on level \( l = 2 \) with \( u \). Equations \( 19 \) and \( 22 \)–\( 24 \) yield the associated electronic

\[
M^o(r_\mu | Q_\mu) = \sum_{\gamma \in G_\mu} q_\gamma r_\gamma^{2n+1} \left( \partial_{\alpha} \frac{1}{r_{\gamma \mu}} \right) \quad (33)
\]

are the reduced totally symmetric multipole tensors, which have only \( 2n + 1 \) independent components, because they are traceless with respect to every pair of tensor components.\(^ {67, 68} \)

A slight rearrangement of Eq. \( 30 \) and the introduction of the multipole fields

\[
E^n(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) = -\partial_\alpha \Phi^n(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu)
\]

finally leads to

\[
H_e(C^l_\mu) = \sum_{j \in C^1_\mu} \left[ q_j \Phi(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) - \mathbf{p}_j \cdot \mathbf{E}(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) \right],
\]

inserting for \( l = 1 \) the coefficients \( 21 \) into (36) and repeating the steps, which lead from \( 29 \) to \( 35 \), one gets

\[
H_e(C^l_\mu) = \sum_{j \in C^1_\mu} \left[ q_j \Phi(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) - \mathbf{p}_j \cdot \mathbf{E}(r_j | Q_\mu, r_\mu) \right],
\]
interaction energy

$$H_e(C^2_u) = \sum_{\mu \in u} \sum_{\gamma \in \Omega_u} \sum_{n=0}^{p} q_\gamma \sum_{m=0}^{p-n} \frac{1}{n!} r_{r,\mu}^{(n)} \cdot \phi_{\gamma,\mu}^{(n)} \sum_{\gamma \in \Omega_u} \Phi^m(r_\mu | C^2_u).$$

In this formulation, the potentials $\Phi^m(r_\mu | C^2_u)$ generated by $m$th order multipole moments of the atomic constituents $\mu \in u$ are considered as sources and the grid charges of the DFT unit $u$ as targets of the electrostatic interactions. These targets are addressed through Taylor expansions around the atomic positions $r_\mu$.

SAMM$_p$ does not evaluate the $n$th order expansion coefficients $\phi_{\gamma,\mu}(n)$ of the charge distribution $\Phi^m(r_\mu | C^2_u)$ at each $r_\mu \in u$, but only at the reference point $r_\mu$ (left "x" in Fig. 3) of unit $u$. Using a Taylor expansion around $r_\mu$, they are then simply shifted to the atomic positions $r_\mu$. By the very construction of SAMM$_p$, this shifting is exactly the inverse operation to the combination$^{47}$ of all atomic $n$th order multipole moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$, $\mu \in u$, which are known as soon as the energies $H_e(C^2_\mu)$ have been calculated through Eq. (35), into corresponding moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ of the charge distribution $Q_\mu$. Using this symmetry of Taylor and multipole expansions is the reason why in (P)MM simulations the reaction principle holds exactly for the SAMM$_p$ forces. In the given DFT/(P)MM case, however, the grid discretization of $\rho_\mu$ weakly interferes with this principle through an artifact, which we will address further below.

Due to the quoted symmetry one can equivalently represent the interaction energy (38) in a form in which the multipole moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ of the grid charge distribution $Q_\mu$ are sources of multipole potentials $\Phi^m(r | Q_\mu)$ acting on distant DFT atoms $\gamma \in C^2_\mu$ through local Taylor expansions. The Hellmann-Feynman forces on these DFT atoms immediately follow from the corresponding SAMM$_p$ expression (for details and explanations, see Ref. 47). We note that the interaction $H_e(C^2_\mu)$ of the atomic cores in unit $u$ with the DFT atoms $\gamma \in C^2_\mu$ is included, if one employs the extended atomic multipole moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ instead of the electronic moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ for computing the moments of unit $u$.

The analysis given above for the case of a single DFT unit $u$ interacting with PPM atoms in the distance classes $C^2_u$ is readily generalized to higher cluster levels and larger DFT fragments. In our implementation, the electrostatic DFT/(P)MM interactions are calculated at levels $l \geq 2$ by transferring the atomic multipole moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ computed by CPMD to the (P)MM-MD program IHPHIGENIE, which then calculates the multipole moments $M^p(r_\mu | Q_\mu)$ of unit $u$. From now on the moments of DFT units are treated at all SAMM$_p$ levels $l \geq 2$ just like (P)MM moments. The hierarchically nested FMM scheme then renders the total electrostatic forces on the DFT atoms $k \in C^l, l \geq 2$.

H. Remarks

The evaluation of $\sum_{l \geq 2} H_e(C^l_i)$ is computationally about as expensive as the evaluation of $H_e(C^0_\mu)$ for a single PPM atom $i$ [cf. Eq. (27)]. Therefore, the computational effort spent on $H_e$ is essentially determined by the average number $N_0 \equiv (1/N_{DFT}) \sum_\mu |C^0_\mu|$ of PPM atoms found in the innermost distance classes $C^0_\mu$ of the $N_{DFT}$ DFT atoms $\mu$. Typically one finds $N_0 \approx 100$ and, therefore, the computational advantage of the above calculation scheme over a brute force method is $N_0/N$, if $N$ is the number of PPM atoms in the system. Thus, for a typical simulation system with $N = 10^4$, the speedup is about $10^2$.

The computational scheme described in Sec. II F for the interactions of the DFT grid charges with the PPM atoms in distance class $C^1_\mu$ resembles the DFT/MM suggestion of Laio et al.,$^{27,28}$ which also applies Taylor and multipole expansions on the DFT grid to compute interactions with distant MM atoms. These expansions are centered for the whole DFT grid around a single reference point, are truncated at the order $p = 2$, and treat all distant MM atoms as individual sources and targets of electrostatic interactions. Our approach, by contrast, partitions the DFT grid by $N_{DFT}$ reference points, extends the local expansions up to order $p = 4$, and considers for each DFT atom only the comparably few PPM atoms, which are in the small distance range from about 6 Å to about 8 Å, as individual sources and targets of these expansions while collecting all more distant atoms into a hierarchy of increasingly large clusters. Thus, our approach should be much more accurate and efficient even for relatively small DFT/MM systems. Like the scheme of Laio et al.,$^{27,28}$ our approach also does not correct the small force discontinuities occurring whenever atoms change distance classes. However, in our case the effects of these transitions are smaller, because the forces are calculated with higher level multipole and Taylor expansions.

III. KEY POINTS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

Section II completely covers the basic theory of our DFT/MM approach. However, for an energy conserving and computationally efficient implementation two important issues must be additionally considered.

A. Movements of the DFT box

In DFT/(P)MM dynamics simulations, the grid-based representation of $\rho_\mu$ by CPMD interferes with energy conservation. In CPMD, the energy $E$ of a DFT atom $\mu$ depends on its relative position within the grid. Shifting, e.g., its position $r_\mu$ along the line connecting a grid point $\gamma$ with one of its nearest neighbors entails a sinusoidal modulation $E([r_\mu - r_\gamma]) \sim -\Delta E \cos(2\pi |r_\mu - r_\gamma|/a)$, where $a$ is the associated grid constant. In the DFT setting applied by us (see Sec. IV), the relative modulation $\Delta E/(0)$ is about $10^{-5}$. Thus, the atom prefers to sit at grid points and experiences artificial grid forces at other positions. As long as the grid remains fixed in space, this small grid artifact solely represents a rough background potential, whose contributions to the total energy on average vanish during a dynamics simulation.

However, if the DFT fragment moves during a DFT/(P)MM dynamics simulation, the DFT box has to follow. Such a movement of the discretized box may lead to random forces on the DFT atoms adding heat to the system.
This serious artifact can be avoided, if the DFT grid is considered as an infinite object, on which the DFT box is shifted in units of the lattice constants whenever the movement of the DFT fragment (as measured, e. g., by its center of geometry) exceeds the lattice constant in one of the three spatial directions. Thus, only those box translations are allowed, which would leave a fully periodic DFT system invariant.

B. DFT/PMM-SCF iteration

The polarizable degrees of freedom of a DFT/PMM system, i.e., the PMM dipole strengths \( \mathbf{p}_j \) and the DFT electron density \( \rho_e \), have to be calculated in coupled SCF procedures, which can be rapidly brought to convergence by divergent choices of the initial conditions. Assuming that the \( \mathbf{p}_j \) and the Kohn-Sham orbitals determining \( \rho_e \) are temporally continuous during the integration of the dynamics, these entities can be extrapolated from a history of \( M^0 \approx 4 \) previous integration steps using Lagrangian polynomials. During the PMM-SCF iteration, the “direct inversion of the iterative subspace” (DIIS) algorithm with a history length \( \pi \) is used to speed up convergence. Similarly, CPMD applies DIIS during DFT-SCF with \( M^{h,p} = 10 \).

After the integration of the nuclear motion, the potential \( \Phi_{\text{ext}} \) polarizing the DFT fragment is computed from the static polarizability \( \chi_{\text{PMM}} \) in the PMM fragment. Next, the DFT-SCF iteration is executed with a loose initial convergence criterion \( \chi_{\text{DFT}} = 10 \chi_{\text{DFT}} \), which limits the largest element of the gradient of the wave function. Keeping the result first guess \( \rho_e \) fixed, the \( \mathbf{p}_j \) are iterated until in the \( n \)th step \( \mathbf{p}_j^{n+1} - \mathbf{p}_j^n < \chi_{\text{PMM}} \) for all \( j \), where \( \chi_{\text{PMM}} \) is a certain threshold. The resulting \( \mathbf{p}_j \) modify the external potential, to which the DFT fragment is exposed. In subsequent DFT-SCF calculations, the tight DFT-SCF criterion \( \chi_{\text{DFT}} \) is used if the preceding PMM-SCF iteration converged within one iteration step or if a predefined number \( k \) of DFT-SCF calculations is exceeded. Thus, in the default case \( k = 1 \), only the first DFT-SCF calculation after an integration step is performed with \( \chi_{\text{DFT}} \).

We will show that this strategy avoids extended and costly DFT-SCF iterations as long as the \( \mathbf{p}_j \) are far from convergence. It partially resembles a scheme proposed by Thompson and Schenter in the context of QM/PMM, where QM stands for semi-empirical quantum chemistry.

IV. METHODS

For the examination of our new DFT/PMM method, we employed two different simulation systems, a water dimer and a periodic box of liquid PMM water containing one DFT water molecule. The dynamics was integrated by the Verlet algorithm with a time step \( \Delta t = 0.05 \) fs for the dimer and \( \Delta t = 0.5 \) fs for the DFT/PMM liquid. The geometries of the respective PMM water models were fixed using MSHAKE and the electrostatics was treated at the SMM4 level. The respective DFT water molecule was described by the gradient-corrected exchange functional of Becke together with the correlation functional of Perdew and Martins (MT). It was centered into a cubic box of edge length 9 Å containing the grid of the plane wave basis set, which was cutoff at 70 Ry. We denote this particular DFT approach by MT/BP.

A. Water dimer

The energy conservation was checked by 2 ps MD simulations of water dimers. Here the initial velocities indicated a temperature of about 80 K. We adopted the SCF convergence criteria \( \chi_{\text{PMM}} = 10^{-4} \) D and \( \chi_{\text{DFT}} = 10^{-5} \). In the DFT/PMM hybrid setting, the H-bond donor was described by MT/BP and the acceptor by the initial version TL4P ini of a recently developed PMM water model (Tröster et al.90). To provide references, we simulated a MT/BP dimer using a (15 Å)3 DFT box and a TL4P ini dimer.

TL4P ini features the experimental liquid phase geometry \( \beta = 0.968 \) Å, \( \phi = 105.3^\circ \), the experimental gas phase dipole moment \( \beta = 1.85 \) D and polarizability \( \sigma = (1.47 \) Å), a massless negative charge \( q = -1.172 \) e on the bisectrix 0.258 Å distant from the oxygen, and positive charges at the hydrogens as well as a Gaussian inducible dipole of width \( \sigma = 0.912 \) Å at the oxygen. The van der Waals interactions were treated identically for all components of the hybrid systems, i.e., by Buckingham potentials \( E(r) = A_1 \exp(-r A_2) - B/r^6 \) centered at the oxygen atoms \( A_1 = 78.700 \) Å kcal/mol, \( A_2 = 3.50 \) Å \( B = 1062 \) kcal/mol. For the Gaussian distributions, which represent the static partial charges of the PMM atoms as long as they are close to the DFT atoms, we chose identical widths \( \sigma = 0.57 \) Å as suggested in Ref. 34.

In the unrestrained hybrid dimer, the PMM fragment moves close to the DFT fragment thus probing the innermost distance classes at the level \( l = 0 \). To check the electrostatics treatment also for outer distance classes (levels \( l = 1, 2 \)), we softly restrained the distance \( d_{oo} \) of the two oxygens by a harmonic potential with a spring constant of 1 kcal/mol Å \( B = 1062 \) kcal/mol. For the Gaussian distributions, which represent the static partial charges of the PMM atoms as long as they are close to the DFT atoms, we chose identical widths \( \sigma = 0.57 \) Å as suggested in Ref. 34.

In the unrestrained hybrid dimer, the PMM fragment moves close to the DFT fragment thus probing the innermost distance classes at the level \( l = 0 \). To check the electrostatics treatment also for outer distance classes (levels \( l = 1, 2 \)), we softly restrained the distance \( d_{oo} \) of the two oxygens by a harmonic potential with a spring constant of 1 kcal/mol Å \( B = 1062 \) kcal/mol. For the Gaussian distributions, which represent the static partial charges of the PMM atoms as long as they are close to the DFT atoms, we chose identical widths \( \sigma = 0.57 \) Å as suggested in Ref. 34.

B. Liquid water

The stability and performance of the DFT/PMM algorithm were investigated with a periodic cubic box [volume \( V = (46.6 \) Å \( ^3 \)] filled with \( N = 3374 \) TL4P ini water molecules. Thus, the experimental density \( n = 0.9965 \) g/cm \( ^3 \) of water at the temperature \( T = 300 \) K and the pressure \( p = 1 \) atm was prepared. Extending the SMM4 treatment of the electrostatics by a moving boundary reaction field correction and modeling the surrounding dielectric continuum by a dielectric constant of 80, the system was equilibrated for 1 ns in the NVT ensemble. Here, \( T \) was kept at 300 K with a Bussi thermostat (relaxation time 0.1 ps).

To check the long-time stability, ten snapshots were drawn from the last 100 ps of this trajectory. Each snapshot...
served as a starting point for a 14 ps DFT/PMM-MD simulation, in which one of the water molecules was described by MT/BP and the thermostat was restricted to the PMM environment.

Starting a series of 250 fs DFT/PMM-MD simulations at identical initial conditions, we studied how the efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm are affected by the SCF convergence criteria $\chi_{\text{PMM}}$ and $\chi_{\text{DFT}}$. The accuracy was assessed by comparing the temporal evolutions of the DFT fragment’s energy $E(t)$ and dipole moment $p(t)$. Replacing the polarizable TL4P ini water models by non-polarizable TIP4P/2005 potential,\(^\text{84}\) and equilibrating this MM system like its PMM counterpart enabled a DFT/MM reference simulation.

V. TEST SIMULATIONS

Numerical integrations of the Hamiltonian dynamics employ time steps $\Delta t$ of finite size. Therefore, the total energy $E(t)$ shows small fluctuations $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ around an average value $\langle E(t) \rangle$.\(^\text{85}\) In the limit $\Delta t \rightarrow 0$, the fluctuations vanish to leading order with $\Delta t^2$. Similarly the average converges to $E_0$, which is the conserved value of the true Hamiltonian.

Thus, one expects small fluctuations $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ of the total energy $E(t)$ around its constant average $\langle E(t) \rangle$ also for the reference dynamics simulation of a PMM water dimer, in which all forces are calculated as exact negative gradients of the potential energy. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that this is actually the case for the unrestrained PMM water dimer at close contact. Here the standard deviation $\sigma_{\Delta E}$ of $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ is $20 \times 10^{-6}$ kcal/mol. According to Fig. 4(b), the energy is likewise well-conserved for the PMM dimer softly restrained to distances, which are large enough to enable the approximate treatment of the electrostatics by the SAMM$_3$ algorithm. Here, the standard deviation $\sigma_{\Delta E}$ is only $0.4 \times 10^{-6}$ kcal/mol, because the forces are smaller by more than one order of magnitude. As expected,\(^\text{85}\) for both distance classes the standard deviations $\sigma_{\Delta E}$ vanish and the averages $\langle E(t) \rangle$ converge with $\Delta t^2$. Section S1 of the supplementary material\(^\text{86}\) provides evidence for these claims.

Figure 4(c) shows for the reference Born-Oppenheimer (BO) dynamics of the unrestrained DFT dimer the deviation $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ of the total energy $E(t)$ from its average $\langle E(t) \rangle$. It exhibits much larger fluctuations $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ than its PMM relative in Fig. 4(a) as quantified by the standard deviation $\sigma_{\Delta E} = 1.6 \times 10^{-3}$ kcal/mol. Also these fluctuations vanish with $\Delta t^2$ and their enhanced magnitude can be largely attributed to the high frequency O–H stretching modes in the DFT dimer, which are absent in the constrained PMM dimer. Fluctuations of a comparable size have been previously reported for the DFT simulation of a water trimer\(^\text{19}\) with the related grid code CP2K.\(^\text{87}\)

A. Energy conservation in DFT/PMM-MD

Figure 5(a) shows the energy fluctuations observed for the unrestrained DFT/PMM hybrid dimer at close contact. A visual comparison with Fig. 4(c) immediately demonstrates that the average DFT/PMM energy is as well conserved as for the DFT reference and that the DFT/PMM energy fluctuations are of comparable size.

The conservation of the average energy is also observed in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), which pertain to the DFT/PMM dimers restrained at distances $d_{\text{OO}} \approx 7$ Å and $d_{\text{OO}} \approx 10$ Å. Here the standard deviation $\sigma_{\Delta E}$ of the energy fluctuations is a little larger than at close contact. The similarity of the DFT/PMM fluctuations $\Delta E(t | \Delta t)$ to those of the DFT reference becomes even more striking, if one studies the graphs in Figs. 4(c) and 5 at a higher time resolution. A corresponding graphical illustration is provided by Figure S11 in Sec. S2 of the supplementary material.\(^\text{86}\)

The above data lead to the conclusion that our DFT/PMM interaction scheme conserves the energy of a hybrid system at all distance classes, because the sample dimers were studied

![FIG. 4. Energy conservation in reference simulations of the water dimer.](image)

![FIG. 5. Energy conservation in DFT/PMM hybrid simulations of the water dimer with the electrostatics treated at different distance class levels $l$.](image)
at the interaction levels \( I = 0, 1, \) and \( 2 \), which cover all relevant algorithmic features discussed above. Note here that the energy was equally well conserved in DFT/MM simulations of a water dimer, in which the TIP3P potential\(^{45} \) was applied to the MM fragment (data not shown).

Using the DFT/PMM water dimer at close contact as an example, we now additionally demonstrate with Figure 6 how the box movement algorithm described in Sec. III A supports energy conservation. The algorithm adapts the position of the DFT box to the motion of the DFT fragment only occasionally by using discrete displacements, which leave the (infinitely extended) DFT grid invariant.

The gray line in Fig. 6 shows the trajectory \( E(t) \) of the total dimer energy for our grid-commensurate algorithm of box movement. The black line is an alternative trajectory, which was obtained by naively moving the DFT box at every MD time step. The observed fluctuations of \( E(t) \) at a high time resolution. For explanation see the text.

### B. Smoothness and stability of DFT/PMM-MD

The ten 14 ps DFT/PMM-MD simulations of the periodic liquid water box described in Sec. IV clearly revealed the long-time stability of the algorithm. The calculated trajectories turned out to be smooth and did not show any artifacts.

Figure 7 exemplifies this smoothness at an elevated time resolution for the absolute value \( |p(t)| \) of the dipole moment, which was calculated for the DFT fragment. The depicted 100 fs section represents an arbitrary choice from one of the 14 ps trajectories. The observed fluctuations of \( |p(t)| \) are caused by the thermal motions of the DFT molecule and of its surrounding TL4P\(_{ini} \) counterparts. Because of their smoothness, one can calculate condensed phase IR spectra of DFT solute molecules from such DFT/PMM trajectories using Fourier transform methods.\(^{36,88} \)

### C. Performance of DFT/PMM-MD

Taking the DFT/PMM liquid water system as an example, Figure 8 gives an overview over the performance of our DFT/PMM algorithm for the choices \( \chi_{\text{PMM}}^{10^{-4}} \) D and \( \chi_{\text{DFT}}^{10^{-6}} \) of the SCF convergence parameters. For this check, CPMD was run in an MPI (message passing interface) parallel version\(^{89} \) using eight 1.86 GHz cores distributed on two Intel Xeon E5320 processors while IPHIGENIE was executed in sequential mode on one of these cores.

As shown by a sample simulation, the integration of a periodic PMM system of the given size, which exclusively consists of TL4P\(_{ini} \) water models, is only by a factor of 4.2 slower than that of a MM system made up of TIP4P/2005 models.\(^{84} \) For hybrid settings, the comparison of the first two bars in Fig. 8 reveals that \( T_{\text{PMM}} \) is a factor of six larger than \( T_{\text{MM}} \). This increase of \( T_{\text{PMM}} \) is caused by the additional polarizing action of the DFT fragment on the induced PMM dipoles, which costs on average one additional PMM-SCF iteration step.

For our DFT/PMM water box, \( T_{\text{PMM}} \) is about as large as the average time \( T_{\text{DFT}} \) spent with eight processors on the DFT part (cf. Fig. 8). \( T_{\text{DFT}} \) is composed of the times \( T_{\text{SCF}}^{\text{DFT}} \), \( T_{\text{import}}^{\text{DFT}} \), and \( T_{\text{export}}^{\text{DFT}} \) spent for the DFT-SCF iterations, for the import of the electrostatics onto and for its export from the DFT grid, respectively. Figure 8 shows that \( T_{\text{SCF}}^{\text{DFT}} \) is the main contribution to \( T_{\text{DFT}} \).
If \( \chi_{DFT} \) is multiplied by ten, the number of DFT-SCF iterations and, hence, \( T^{SCF}_{DFT} \) are reduced by a factor of about 1/2. Fortunately, this increase of \( \chi_{DFT} \) does not change the trajectories of the DFT fragment’s energy \( E(t) \) and dipole moment \( p(t) \) within the chosen 250 fs time window (Figure S12 in Sec. S3 in the supplementary material provides a relevant example). Therefore, a criterion \( \chi_{DFT} = 10^{-5} \) could be already sufficient for future DFT/(P)MM simulations.

Figure 8 indicates that \( T^{SCF}_{DFT} \) is by 15% smaller for DFT/PMM than for DFT/MM. This advantage of a PMM over a MM environment is apparently caused by our choice of an initially loose DFT-SCF convergence criterion \( \chi_{DFT} = 10 \chi_{DFT} \) in the joint DFT/PMM-SCF iteration. If one applies only a single criterion \( \chi_{DFT}^{ini} = \chi_{DFT} \) instead, the time \( T^{SCF}_{DFT} \) of DFT/MM is by 20% larger than that of DFT/MM (data not shown).

Despite the computational benefit caused by our two-stage DFT-SCF convergence criterion in the DFT/MM setting, \( T^{DFT}_{DDT} \) is larger than in the DFT/MM case, because the times \( T^{import}_{DFT} \) and \( T^{export}_{DFT} \) used for the import and the export of the electrostatics are larger by factors 2.7 and 3.0, respectively. These factors mainly reflect the fact that for DFT/MM the DFT module is called only once per integration step, whereas in the DFT/MM case it is called several times (in the given example: 2.0 DFT calls/integration step). Note that each such call requires the import and export of the electrostatics, which are more expensive, if induced dipoles are additionally present.

Finally, we examined the effect of varying the PMM convergence criterion. Tightening \( \chi_{PMM} \) by one order of magnitude entails a slight increase of the numbers of PMM-SCF iteration steps, of DFT calls per integration step, and of DFT-SCF iteration steps. By contrast, loosening \( \chi_{PMM} \) by one order of magnitude leads to a costly increase of the number of DFT-SCF iteration steps. Apparently, a correspondingly noisier PMM dipole environment hampers the DFT-SCF convergence.

In the DFT/MM water box example discussed above, which features a small DFT fragment in a large PMM environment, the parallel DFT computation with eight cores requires about as much time as the single core PMM computation. This finding points to a technical deficiency of our current implementation, according to which the MPI-parallel version of the PMM-MM program IPHIGENIE is not yet compatible with the MPI-parallel version of the DFT program CPMD. This remaining deficiency will be removed in the near future.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

By suitably combining the (P)MM-MD program IPHIGENIE with the DFT program CPMD, we have developed and implemented a Hamiltonian DFT/(P)MM-MD approach, which conserves the energy as good as the well-established DFT-Born-Oppenheimer MD approach implemented in CPMD. Here, we took advantage of the fast multipole method SAMM4 implemented in IPHIGENIE, by which one can treat the long-range electrostatic interactions within a (P)MM simulation system in a linearly scaling and Hamiltonian fashion. Artificial distortions of the DFT electron density are excluded by the use of Gaussian charges and induced dipoles in the boundary region between the DFT and PMM fragments. The accuracy and efficiency of the new DFT/PMM interface are supported by algorithmic improvements concerning the adaptive repositioning of the DFT box and the fine-tuning of the joint DFT- and PMM-SCF cycles. All these aspects were illustrated by relevant test simulations, which demonstrate that the new interface opens the way toward temporally extended DFT/PMM-MD simulations of large condensed phase systems at well-defined thermodynamic conditions.

Beyond the ongoing efforts of extending the implementation toward a jointly parallelized treatment of the DFT and (P)MM fragments, only one important issue remains to be addressed before applications can be tackled. It concerns the widths \( \sigma_i \), which have to be chosen for the Gaussian distributions representing the (P)MM partial charges in the vicinity of the DFT fragment. As explained already by Lai0 et al., these widths are decisive parameters of the interface model and must be carefully determined for the various (P)MM atom types by sample simulations. Here, the value \( \sigma_i = 0.57 \) Å most likely is a sub-optimal choice.

Concerning the future development, we plan to reorganize the interface in such a way that also other grid-based DFT programs like CP2K can be employed. Here, the integration of the multigrid DFT/MM electrostatics coupling into our near-field electrostatics computation should yield further efficiency gains. Furthermore, a combination of our DFT/MM approach with the SCP-DFT method implemented in CP2K may pave the way toward an improved modeling of polarization and dispersion interactions between the fragments.
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APPENDIX: MULTIPOLe MOMENTS \( \tilde{M}^{m,0} \) OF DIPOLE DISTRIBUTIONS

Compact formulas, by which the totally symmetric and traceless \( m \)th order multipole tensors \( \tilde{M}^{m,0} \) can be calculated for \( m = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), if the origin \( \mathbf{0} \) of the Cartesian coordinate system is chosen as the reference point, have been given in Sec. 3 of the supporting information of Ref. 47 for distributions \( B \) of partial charges.

Choosing the same setting, the corresponding tensors

\[ \tilde{M}^{m,0} = \sum_{j \in B} \tilde{M}^{m,0}_{j} \]  

(A1)
of rank $m = 2, \ldots$ can be calculated for a distribution $\hat{B}$ of point dipoles $\mathbf{p}_j$ at positions $\mathbf{r}_j$ from the recursion

$$
\hat{M}^{m,0}_j = \hat{S}_m \left[ \left( \frac{2m^2 - m}{m - 1} \right) (\mathbf{r}_j \otimes \hat{M}^{m-1,0}_j) - m (\mathbf{r}_j \otimes \hat{M}^{m-1,0}_j) \otimes \mathbf{I} \right],
$$

(A2)

where $\hat{S}_m$ is the symmetrization operator given in Eq. (22) of Ref. 47, where also the applied tensorial notation is explained in detail. For dipole distributions, the monopole moment ($m = 0$) vanishes, of course, and the recursion (A2) is initialized with the point dipole

$$
\hat{M}^{1,0}_j = \mathbf{p}_j,
$$

(A3)

For $m = 2, 3, 4$, the Cartesian components of the tensors $\hat{M}^{m,0}$ are explicitly given by

$$
\hat{M}^{2,0}_{αβ} = \sum_{j \in \hat{B}} [3r_{ja} p_{jβ} + 3r_{jβ} p_{ja} - 2δ_{αβ} (\mathbf{r}_j \cdot \mathbf{p}_j)],
$$

(A4)

$$
\hat{M}^{3,0}_{αβγ} = 3 \sum_{j \in \hat{B}} [5 (p_{ja} r_{jβ} r_{jγ} + p_{jβ} r_{jγ} r_{ja} + p_{jγ} r_{ja} r_{jβ})
- r_j^2 \{p_{ja} δ_{βγ} + p_{jβ} δ_{γα} + p_{jγ} δ_{αβ}\}
- 2(\mathbf{r}_j \cdot \mathbf{p}_j) (r_{ja} δ_{βγ} + r_{jβ} δ_{αγ} + r_{jγ} δ_{αβ})],
$$

(A5)

$$
\hat{M}^{4,0}_{αβγε} = 3 \sum_{j \in \hat{B}} [35 (p_{ja} r_{jβ} r_{jγ} r_{jε} r_{ja} + p_{jβ} r_{jγ} r_{jε} r_{ja})
- 5r_j^2 \{ (p_{ja} r_{jβ} + p_{jβ} r_{ja}) δ_{γε} + (p_{jγ} r_{ja} + p_{jε} r_{ja}) δ_{βα} + (p_{jγ} r_{jε} + p_{jε} r_{jγ}) δ_{βα} \}
+ (p_{jβ} r_{jγ} + p_{jγ} r_{jε}) δ_{αε} + (p_{jε} r_{jβ} + p_{jβ} r_{jγ}) δ_{αε} \}
- 10 (\mathbf{r}_j \cdot \mathbf{p}_j) (r_{ja} δ_{βγ} r_{jε} + r_{jβ} δ_{γα} r_{jε} + r_{jγ} δ_{αβ} r_{jε})
+ r_{jβ} r_{jγ} r_{jε} δ_{αε} + r_{jα} r_{jγ} r_{jε} δ_{βγ} + r_{jα} r_{jβ} r_{jε} δ_{γε}] + 4(\mathbf{r}_j \cdot \mathbf{p}_j) r_j^2 \{ δ_{αε} δ_{βγ} + δ_{βε} δ_{αγ} + δ_{γε} δ_{αβ} \}].
$$

(A6)

The SAMM algorithm treats these PMM multipole moments $\hat{M}^{m,0}$ exactly like in the MM case, i.e., they are shifted to a different reference point using Eq. (19) of Ref. 47, and potentials and Taylor expansion coefficients are calculated from Eqs. (9) and (10) of Ref. 47, respectively. In IPHIGENIE, the electrostatics of static partial charges is calculated only once for each integration step and is reused during the PPM-SCF iteration.
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